FSM provides similar information to photo-marking techniques. However, it can deliver simultaneous kinetic information from large areas of the cell, offers the capability to detect non-steady state molecular dynamics, and can measure variation in molecular dynamics at high spatial resolution. In addition, FSM significantly reduces out-of-focus fluorescence and improves the visibility of fluorescently labeled structures and their dynamics in thick specimens [9] .
Introduction

Fluorescent Speckle Microscopy (FSM) is a recently developed method to analyze the movement, assembly and disassembly of macromolecules in vivo and in vitro
. FSM is derived from fluorescent analog cytochemistry, in which a fluorescently labeled protein is introduced into cells and incorporates into macromolecular structures, rendering them fluorescent and amenable to analysis by video or time-lapse microscopy [2, 3] . This approach is limited in its ability to report protein dynamics because of high background fluorescence from unincorporated and out-of-focus incorporated fluorescent subunits and the difficulty in detecting movement or turnover of subunits because of the uniform labeling of fluorescent structures in microscope images. These problems have been partially alleviated by technically cumbersome laser photo-bleaching and photo-activation of fluorescence to mark structures in limited cell areas and measure the movement and subunit turnover in the mark at steady state [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
FSM provides similar information to photo-marking techniques. However, it can deliver simultaneous kinetic information from large areas of the cell, offers the capability to detect non-steady state molecular dynamics, and can measure variation in molecular dynamics at high spatial resolution. In addition, FSM significantly reduces out-of-focus fluorescence and improves the visibility of fluorescently labeled structures and their dynamics in thick specimens [9] .
FSM initially used conventional wide-field epifluorescence light microscopy and digital imaging with a cooled charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera and was used to study the assembly dynamics and movement of microtubules [10] . Since then, FSM has been applied to interesting questions about cytoskeletal function during cell motility, neuronal path-finding and mitosis, and has given insight into cytoskeletal dynamics in vitro. In addition, computer-based analysis of FSM image series is being developed to realize the full potential of speckles as quantitative reporters of macromolecular dynamics.
Here, we introduce the development of FSM, and review recent advances. We will then give a glimpse into the future of how we envision FSM as becoming the tool of choice to study cytoskeletal dynamics. FSM could link molecular and genetic interventions to changes in cytoskeleton dynamics to illuminate further the molecular regulation of the cytoskeleton. And FSM could well be used to study the dynamics of many other macromolecular assemblies besides the cytoskeleton. In FSM images, the speckle pattern along the microtubule is produced by variations in the number of fluorescent dimers per PSF [12] . The contrast of the speckle pattern increases with lowering f. As seen in Figure 1B , microtubules assembled from a low fraction of fluorescent tubulin (f=1.25%) appear speckled in high-resolution images, while microtubules assembled from higher fractions (f=20%) of labeled tubulin appear continuously labeled [12] .
In theory, optimal contrast is obtained when speckles represent the diffraction-limited image of a single fluorophore [9, 13] . In practice, however, lower bounds for the fraction f are determined by two factors: the imaging parameters, including noise level, sensitivity of the camera, stability of the microscope, and dynamics of the observed process, which all may reduce the ability to detect single fluorophores. And secondly, fractions that are too low result in a very low density of speckles, and thus a reduction in the spatial and temporal sampling rate of events.
What Can Speckles Tell Us?
Microtubule speckle patterns act as reference marks on the microtubule lattice, much like those produced by photo-marking techniques; thus speckle appearance and disappearance indicate microtubule assembly and disassembly, respectively [1,10,12] ( Figure 1C) . In time-lapse movies, changes in the microtubule speckle pattern stand out and allow the velocity and trajectory of microtubule movement and polymer assembly/disassembly dynamics to be measured [1] . Thus, a speckle is defined as a diffraction-limited image region that is significantly higher in fluorophore concentration than its immediately neighboring, diffraction-limited regions. For a speckle to be imaged, the fluorescent molecules must be immobilized for the time required for image acquisition, which for dim specimens may be up to 1-2 seconds. The rapid motion of highly mobile fluorescent molecules -for our imaging system, actin monomers move at 47 pixels/second -produces a low level of evenly distributed background signal in the many pixels the mobile molecules visit during one camera exposure. This concept was nicely demonstrated by Watanabe and Mitchison [13] , who showed that diffusible GFP expressed at very low levels in cells produced a low, even distribution of fluorescence in high resolution images, while a similar expression level of GFP-actin produced speckled fluorescence images.
Defining a Speckle in Other Systems
Applications of FSM Monitoring Microtubule Motion and Assembly
Microtubule FSM can detect whether single microtubules, microtubule bundles, or other microtubule arrays in cells are being translocated, or whether they are undergoing coordinated assembly at one end and disassembly at the opposite end -so-called treadmilling. This determines whether the underlying mechanism is mediated by microtubule motor proteins or tubulin exchange with microtubule ends, respectively. Figure 3A) . The use of Drosophila and frog egg extracts as model systems will allow the molecular mechanism of microtubule flux to be genetically or biochemically dissected using confocal FSM as an assay.
Microtubules in Mitosis
In contrast, FSM analysis of GFP-tubulin in mitotic yeast cells has revealed that microtubules grow and shorten solely at their plus ends, while their minus ends are quiescent. Thus FSM analysis has shown that poleward flux is not a ubiquitous feature of microtubules in eukaryotic mitoses [25, 26] . FSM studies of yeast microtubules have also revealed that plus end growth dynamics play an important role in pushing on the cell cortex to position the nucleus during interphase, and the spindle during mitosis, to allow proper cell division [25] [26] [27] . These studies highlight the ability of FSM to answer technically challenging questions, as single microtubules in yeast are 1-2 µ µm long, and are difficult to photo-mark by other techniques [28] .
Microtubules in Neurons
Tightly bundled microtubules comprise the core of thin neuronal axons. There has been a longstanding debate Current Biology R635 Microtubules in Interphase and In Vitro FSM of interphase cells has shown a novel role for the microtubule motor, cytoplasmic dynein, in organizing microtubules in melanophore cells. Dynein promotes the formation and growth of microtubules into an organized radial array, as opposed to organizing the microtubule array by powering microtubule motion [33] . In in vitro assays, Salmon and colleagues [34] have determined whether unidirectional microtubule treadmilling of microtubule ends is an intrinsic property of pure tubulin in vitro. Their analysis of specklemarked individual microtubules showed that although treadmilling did occur, it was not unidirectional, suggesting treadmilling was due to differences in random phases of growth and shortening between plus and minus microtubule ends.
Analysis of f-Actin in Migrating Cells
The development of FSM to study f-actin dynamics in migrating cells is exciting because of the large body of literature indicating that cell morphogenesis and movement involve actin cytoskeletal remodeling. There is also a wealth of biochemical data on actin-associated proteins and their effects on actin dynamics in vitro [18] . However, quantitative analysis of actin dynamics in living cells has been difficult because of the complex structural organization of f-actin and its high density throughout the cell.
Initially, FSM has been used to examine the velocity of actin in the leading edge of migrating cells. In fragments of keratocyte cells induced to migrate by mechanical stimulus, actin continuously polymerizes at the leading edge and remains stationary with respect to the substrate as new f-actin continues to fill in behind the advancing leading edge [15] . FSM has shown that in contact-inhibited cells cortical actin filaments are primarily stationary, whereas in migrating cells, f-actin moves rearward relative to the leading cell edge, much like in keratocytes [14] . Thus, FSM is a powerful tool to dissect the molecular mechanism of actin retrograde flow and the regulation of the changes that occur after cell-cell contact.
A more thorough examination of f-actin speckles in lamellipodia was recently performed by Watanabe and Mitchison [13] . They used FSM to measure the assembly/disassembly dynamics of f-actin by hand-tracking the motion and measuring the lifetimes of hundreds of f-actin speckles. Their spatial map of filament motion and lifetime in the lamellipodium reveals a constant rate of basal actin assembly and disassembly throughout the lamellipodium, and additional filament assembly and longer filament lifetimes at the leading edge of the cell. Similar analyses of microtubules and f-actin in cytoplasmic extracts of frog eggs have shown that f-actin either binds and remains stationary relative to speckles on microtubules, or can move relative to the speckles, revealing two basic types of interactions between the polymers: a cross-linking activity and a motormediated interaction [39] . The molecules responsible for these interactions could be biochemically isolated using dual wavelength FSM as an assay for their activity; such molecules are likely to play an important role in the motility and division processes described above.
Quantitative Analysis of FSM Images
Current FSM Analysis Methods
The full potential of FSM will become available once specialized computational tools are developed for the statistical analysis of speckle translocation and intensity fluctuations. To date, no commercial software is capable of tracking over 500,000 moving speckles for example seen in a typical FSM movie of an actin meshwork in a migrating cell. Thus far, hand tracking of speckles has been employed, which is laborious, prone to error, and leaves the majority of information unexploited [ 1,14,16,23,24,26,35,36,40] . In kymographs, a 1-5 pixel wide line whose axis is parallel to the direction of speckle movement is extracted from each image of the series and pasted side-byside in a time-montage. As speckles move along the line they appear as oblique streaks on the kymograph, the slope of which corresponds to the velocity of speckle movement [41] . However, this analysis is limited to speckles moving along the same line, it averages speed variations over time, and delivers only sparse data.
Simulation of FSM in Single Microtubules and f-Actin Meshworks
Computer simulations of FSM have investigated image characteristics as a function of the experimental conditions, including for example, the labeling ratio, imaging system optics and noise. These were originally used to support the idea that speckle contrast is indeed due to a variation of fluorescent label along a polymer [12] and led to the conclusion that a speckle would appear with microtubule polymerization and that depolymerization of the microtubule would be accompanied by speckle disappearance.
We have recently investigated the same question for an f-actin meshwork where the imaged structure is more complex. We implemented a Monte Carlo simulation of how monomers associate and dissociate from an f-actin meshwork ( Figure 4A ). In such a meshwork, the distribution of fluorescent actin monomers is determined by three random processes: the distribution of filament ends; the association and dissociation of monomer at the two filament ends [42] ; and the sequence of labeled and unlabeled monomers turned over at all free ends. Image data are synthesized by convolution of this simulated fluorophore distribution with the PSF of the microscope plus imaging system noise. Depending on the defined distribution of filament ends, this allows us to simulate f-actin meshworks with spatially modulated probabilities of assembly and disassembly, as in a migrating cell where the concentration of growth-competent filament ends decreases with the distance from the leading edge [19, 20] .
Despite the many oversimplifications, the model is sufficiently accurate to produce speckled images ( Figure 4A ) and to teach us a critical lesson about FSM of an actin polymeric meshwork: The speckle density is nearly independent of whether filaments in the meshwork assemble or disassemble, but depends only on the size of the PSF. . In Figure 4B , a simulated actin meshwork assembled for 120 seconds and then disassembled for 360 seconds at an equal rate. The steady state speckle density was reached after 100 seconds. Surprisingly, this shows that actin meshwork assembly can cause an equal number of speckle appearances as disappearances; the same holds for actin dissociation.
The reason for such behavior is shown in Figure 4C -a classification scheme for speckle appearance and disappearance in an actin meshwork. What is perceived as a speckle in the image is merely a local intensity maximum that is significantly higher in intensity than its immediately adjacent background. Speckles can appear for two reasons: a local maximum gets brighter because of monomer association, or the local background gets dimmer because of monomer dissociation. Analogously, speckles can disappear either because of local monomer dissociation in the speckle location or fluorescent monomer association in the local neighborhood. This deviates fundamentally from Current Biology R637 
Analyzing Local Polymer Assembly and Disassembly
With this new understanding of speckle appearance and disappearance, each speckle becomes a local, time specific reporter of the underlying polymer kinetics. To make use of this potential, software is needed which detects each speckle, tracks its life from birth to death, categorizes whether the birth or death event was due to polymerization or depolymerization, and derives from the intensity changes at the time-points of birth and death a kinetic measure for either monomer association or dissociation. Figure 5A -C shows the result of such analysis, where birth and death events for more than half a million speckles have been compiled into a timeresolved map of polymer kinetics in a contact-inhibited newt lung epithelial cell where the cortical actin meshwork is immobile, but still shows photometric activity of fluorescent speckles, indicating that f-actin is being turned over [14] . This analysis revealed an overall steady state of the meshwork, but the steady state consists of spatially coordinated waves of polymerization and depolymerization. In addition, the software not only classifies birth and death events, but exploits the intensity changes of the speckle peak relative to the adjacent background to derive a rate of molecular change ( Figure 5B) . Thus, FSM provides a novel class of spatially and temporally dense kinetic measurement that cannot be accessed by any other current imaging technique.
Similar data on actin meshwork dynamics in lamellipodia of migrating cells were recently published by Watanabe and Mitchison [13] using single fluorophore speckle analysis. Compared to the above evaluation of multi-fluorophore speckles, this approach has the advantage that speckle births and deaths are unambiguous signals of labeled monomer association and dissociation, as in the case of isolated microtubules. However, single fluorophore imaging is technically much more demanding than multi-fluorophore FSM, and requires longer camera exposures to capture the very dim signals, thus lowering temporal resolution. In addition, single fluorophore FSM has less spatial resolution because the extremely low labeling ratios necessary to preclude speckles with more than one fluorophore lowers the speckle density significantly. And multi-fluorophore speckles provide the possibility to distinguish between fast and slow kinetics in monomer association and dissociation, while single fluorophore speckles deliver on and off information only.
Analyzing Polymer Translocation
Speckles can also reveal the movement of a polymer. This has been exploited by either hand tracking single speckles [ 13,15,17,36,37,40] or kymograph  analysis [1,14,16,23,24,26,35,36,40,41] , both of which barely use the enormous information density in FSM images. Therefore, software for speckle motion analysis based on existing high-resolution, window-based [51] ; interactions between dynamin, clathrin, and actin during endocytosis [52] ; the interactions of DNA or RNA active enzymes with substrates during replication, transcription or translation [53] ; histones, telomere-or centromere-specific proteins in their regulation of chromosome structure and dynamics [54] ; or nuclear lamin or pore protein dynamics during nuclear-cytoplasmic transport [55] .
In addition, FSM or TIR-FSM would be useful in material science applications investigating mechanisms of self-assembly in polymeric materials or in the kinetic analysis of protein-protein interactions on biosurfaces or biosensors, as a quantitative alternative to surface plasmon resonance [56] or FRET assays [49] . Obviously, a prerequisite is robust experimental protocols and software that can deal with a broad range of image data. Thus, we see FSM as a technology in its infancy: the future holds many exciting discoveries as more users catch on to the wealth of spatial and kinetic information that can be extracted from FSM images. 
